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Behold, how good and how pleasant 
it is, for brethren to dwell together in 
unity - Psalm 133:1
 
What a great week of celebrating 
diversity, tolerance, community and 
the positive culture that exists and is 
strived for daily at Mueller College. 

Renowned Author Stephen Covey 
is quoted saying “Strength lies in 
differences, not in similarities” and 
in a large community such as ours, 
differences are a plenty. The strength 
comes when we individually and 
collectively seek to understand and 
celebrate each other. Dependant on 
our experiences and background this 
strength building comes with times 
of miscommunication, mistakes, 
pain and unfortunate judgement. 
This also is part our community from 
time to time. Yet, as we continue 
to seek God’s face in all that we do, 
we allow Him to work in our lives 
individually to heal us, restore us and 
renew in us, a deep sense of hope 
and joy. From this place, we then 
in turn, can give to others and to 
powerfully be God’s hands and feet.

 So, during this ‘Anti-Bullying’ week 
the students have been not only 
immersed in all things orange, 
but they have been given multiple 
opportunities to:
 
• Acknowledge and celebrate 

differences.
• Be thankful for their provisions.
• Be blessed.
• See beyond ourselves, in a quest 

to give to those less fortunate 
than us.

 
To you the parent body, thank you for 
continuing to partner with us, as you 
also play a vital role in how healthy 
our community is and are a key to 
the unlocking the further potential 
that lies within this community. 
Enjoy the snapshots of this fabulous 
week!

http://fb.com/muellercollege90
http://www.mueller.qld.edu.au/school-app/




   MARCH

   13-17  Anti-bullying Week

   16  The Absurdist Show

   17  Yr. 12 Dance Workshop

   17  National Day of Action against Bullying

   21  RAW Performance (QLD Ballet - Yr. 12)

   24-31  Yr. 11-12 Exam Block

   31  Last day of Term 1 - MegaChapel 1:45 
  All welcome

   APRIL

   4-6  Code Camp SPARK

   18  Pupil Free Day

   19  Term 2 Begins

   19  Primary & Secondary Parent Interviews

IMPORTANT DATES

THE MUELLER SHOP
Did you know you can contact The Mueller Shop via email 
uniforms@mueller.qld.edu.au with your second hand 
uniform needs, we can search our stock & contact you 
when there is a suitable item available. You can also phone 
to check stock levels on 3897 2767. 

TRADING HOURS
Tuesday and Thursday: 8am to 11am

DATE CLAIMER
The 2017 MUELLER FETE is on SATURDAY 20TH MAY!

The FETE is always a great day for the Mueller community 
and this year will be no exception. 

We have an action packed day planned so make sure you 
book the date in to your calendar!

TUCKSHOP ROSTER
The Tuckshop is open five days a week, from 8:30am  
to 1:30pm. If you would be available to help (for any length 
of time) please contact Angie Tester on 3897 2766.

ROSTER
Monday 20th March - Friday 24th March

Mon: Chris, Help needed

Tue: Emily, Kathleen, Janice

Wed: Bridgette, Chris, Sai

Thu: Steph, Kathleen

Fri: Desleigh, Dila, Chris, Sai

mailto:uniforms@mueller.qld.edu.au 


NATIONAL WEEK AGAINST BULLYING & VIOLENCE

 GENERAL NEWS



INTERNATIONAL HOMESTAY
Get to know a student from overseas! “Home stay” is a 
fantastic way to befriend someone from another part of 
the world and learn about different cultures. 

In August 2017, Mueller will be hosting a small group 
of Primary students from Showa Elementary School, 
Japan. 

We are seeking families in the local community who 
can welcome these students into their home for a short 
stay (4 nights). 

Families from K-12 are welcome to apply (i.e. your child 
does not have to be the same age as the students) and 

our wish is for the majority of these students to stay 
with Mueller College families to truly experience the 
Mueller community.

Interested families will receive an introductory session 
with a Home Stay support staff, have access to a 24/7 
support line, and receive non-taxable payment to cover 
the cost of providing three meals per day, school drop 
off/pick-ups, and normal household utilities.

If you would like to be part of this exciting program, 
please contact Home Stay Coordinator Mimi Petrusma 
on mobile 0402 888 970 or email 
homestay@calcc.qld.edu.au.

http://fb.com/muellercollege90
http://www.mueller.qld.edu.au/school-app/
mailto:homestay@calcc.qld.edu.au


SCHOOL HOLIDAY TENNIS CLINICS

http://fb.com/muellercollege90
http://www.mueller.qld.edu.au/school-app/


THOUGHTS FROM JENNY...
THINGS AREN’T ALWAYS WHAT THEY SEEM!

I feel hesitant to do another article on social media, but 
something came to my attention some time back, and it’s 
been bothering me since. With the advent of smartphones 
and other devices, we have a world of information at our 
fingertips at any time of day or night. We love having that 
access and most of us get most of our information online 
now. If there’s an area we’re interested in, or need some info 
on, Google’s our first stop. It doesn’t matter if our interest 
covers the spiritual, physical or psychological realm, there’s 
no shortage of things to read. If we want to learn how to do 
something, (whether that something is how to fix a faulty 
brake light or how to cook a soufflé), You Tube’s there 
to fill the void. We read reviews on goods, books, travel 
destinations to name a few. 

My concern arose when I personally met a person (Jo*) who 
had a very large following via both a website and on several 
social media platforms. Jo was targeting young families, 
particularly those who had a certain interest. I checked out 
the site and facebook page, and the lifestyle presented was 
very attractive. Photos were all professionally done, posts 
were well written and interesting – Jo was living the dream.  
Comments indicated that some of Jo’s many followers 
believed the same thing and wanted into that lifestyle too. To 
assist followers in attaining this, Jo also had a well-stocked 
store. 

I met Jo and discovered that the reality was vastly different 
from what was presented to followers. Jo may have aspired 
to this lifestyle, but did not live like that at all. In fact Jo’s 
whole life was a mess. Jo did not agree that the information 
provided was fictional and based on lies. Jo also didn’t have 
a problem that some vulnerable people might try and model 
their lives and make decisions based on these lies. 

How many of us make decisions on how we do things, 
what we eat, what exercise we do, how we conduct our 
relationships, how we raise our children or what we buy 
based on what we read on the internet, by people we don’t 
know? I would suggest we all do at times. My concern is that 
if we adults have trouble discerning what is right at times, 
how on earth can we expect our children to get it right all the 
time? We all need to question things and it’s an important 
skill to pass onto our children. I used to teach Sunday 
School to teenagers some years ago, and in the first lesson, 
I always gave them a particular Bible Verse – Acts 17:11 
where a group of people (the Bereans) were commended 

for daily searching the Scriptures to see if what they were 
being taught was true. I challenged my students not to take 
my word for it when I taught them, but to check out what the 
Bible said.  In the same way, we all need to encourage our 
children (as well as ourselves) to check out whether what we 
are reading/learning is actually true. (Apologies in advance 
to any teachers whose students take them up on this!) 

(* names have all been changed)

COUNSELLOR
 
Mueller Community Church Counsellor, Jenny Billingham is 
available for parents, families, students and staff at Mueller 
College.

All of us face challenges that we struggle to make sense 
of. We all experience life changes, transitions and loss, and 
it’s at those times that we may feel isolated. Loss isn’t just 
losing someone close. It can include loss of a relationship, 
job, health, home, dreams and expectations to name a few. 
We all differ, face different circumstances and have differing 
needs. Stress, anxiety, family problems, decision making, and 
concerns about work are a few of the issues people face. 

Counselling allows a safe place to voice your thoughts, fears 
and feelings. Voicing them aloud to another person can help 
us make sense of them and often enables us to see things 
from a different perspective. Friends and family members 
can be a great support to us, but may not be unable to 
provide an objective point of view. A counsellor won’t tell you 
what to do, but may help you consider choices, decisions 
and changes to enable you to live your life more fully. 
Counselling doesn’t need to be long-term – in fact a single 
session may be all that’s needed. Sometimes, though, more 
is needed over a period of weeks or months. Counselling can 
assist you to journey towards change and growth in the life 
challenges you face.    

Phone 3897 2706 or 0427 876 396 for an appointment. 
(Please leave a message if the phone 
is unattended and your call will be 
returned at the earliest convenience). 
Respect and confidentiality are 
always assured. 

Jenny Billingham  
MCouns, DipMin, Dip Couns,  
Cert IV TAE

 MUELLER COMMUNITY CHURCH

http://fb.com/muellercollege90
http://www.mueller.qld.edu.au/school-app/



